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Inspired to find a better 
way, determined to do so 
without compromise. In 1984, Phil Baechler wanted the opportunity to spend time with his then infant son without 

forsaking his favorite pastime, jogging. He soon began bringing his son along with him in his baby 
carriage, but he quickly discovered that standard carriages were not made to endure the stress 
of long distance usage over various surfaces. So, he designed a specialized stroller that was 
appropriate for running, and Baby Jogger was born. 

Since then, in keeping with our heritage, Baby Jogger has never stopped pushing to find more 
solutions that allow parents to experience life with baby by their side. From strollers that fold 
into your hand to strollers that adapt to your growing family—we’ve got you covered. We want 
to go where you’re going, and our strollers are designed to take you there. We pride ourselves in 
creating durable, high-quality products, built to withstand it all—just push a Baby Jogger stroller 
and you’ll feel the difference. 

Our strollers
Quality
To assure the highest quality, Baby Jogger products are 
assembled in serveral steps. Each of these steps are  
executed by the same individual at the same location. 
This chain eliminates mistakes and maintains our high 
quality standards. 

Safety
There is nothing as important as your child’s safety.   
That´s why all of our products are tested thoroughly, 
and meets the latest safety standards. 

Care and warranty 
Care 
Even a high quality product needs to be taken care of  
to maintain a long life. A stroller is a product that will 
need to get parts replaced as they are being worn by 
frequent usage. Fabrics will be marked by the sun as  
time goes by. However, if you take care of your stroller, 
making sure that you wipe and rinse of dirt, placing the 
stroller in the shadow on sunny days and giving moving 
parts lubricant. It will last longer. The fabric can be  
washed without softner at 30°C. After washing  
the fabric, mount it to the frame while still wet to  
maintain shape. 

Baby Jogger´s limited warranty:
Under normal use and in compliance with warning  
labels and operation instructions, the frame of all  
Baby Jogger strollers are warranted to be free from  
manufacturing defects for the lifetime of the product.  
1 year warranty on fabrics and all other parts of the 
stroller.

The warranty do not include:
• The warranty issue is caused by misuse or poor  
 maintenance. Please refer to the instruction booklet  
 for guidance on stroller use and maintenance.
• Damage to your stroller is caused by improper 
 installation of Baby Jogger parts and/or accessories.   
 Please refer to the instruction booklet for guidance  
 on stroller assembly and use. When replacing parts,   
 Baby Jogger original spareparts must be used.
• Damage caused to your stroller by corrosion, mold,  
 rust, sun intensity, sweat, detergents, sunscreens,  
 damp storage or frequent washing.
• Damage to your stroller due to general wear and tear,  
 which is the result of everyday use or negligence.
• Repairs or modifications are carried out by a third party.
• Stroller is purchased from an unauthorized retailer.
• Stroller is purchased used or second-hand.
• Stroller is damaged as a result of an accident, 
 airline or freight damage.

Please note that while the warranty may not be honored, 
replacement parts can be purchased to repair your stroller.
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Carbon
BJ2086793

COLORS

Jet 
BJ2083033 

Seacrest
BJ2083037 

Slate 
BJ2083035 

FEATURES

• Ultra-compact one-hand fold

• Infant car seat* and carrycot compatible

• Flat seat recline

• Adjustable calf support

• UV50+ canopy with visor and  
 peek-a-boo window

• Lightweight and durable rubber  
 composite tires

• Product weight: 6,5 kg

• Total weight capacity: 29 kg 

* BJ City GO i-Size & GRACO Snugride

FOLDS SMALL 

FOR BIG 
ADVENTURES

*Sold separately

INFANT CAR SEAT*

COMPACT FOLD

CARRY COT*

FEATURES
• Ultra-compact fold

• Carrycot compatible, fit 2 side-by-side

• Flat seat recline

• Adjustable calf supports

• UV50+ canopies with visor and  
 peek-a-boo windows

• Lightweight and durable rubber  
 composite tires

• Product weight: 10,5 kg

• Total weight capacity: 37 kg

NARROW DESIGN 
FOR ON THE GO 

TRAVEL

Redesigned with infant car seat connection and carrycot compatibility so you can  
stroll from birth or with toddler on the go. The ultra-compact one-hand fold and  
included carry bag make the City Tour™ 2 the ultimate travel companion.

Carbon
BJ2088757

Jet 
BJ2083033

The all new lightweight design fits through a standard doorway and features  
an ultra-compact fold, making getting around town with two easier than ever.  
Carrycot compatibility allows you to stroll from birth.

COLORS

ONLY 
66,5 cm 

wide 
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ULTRA- 
COMPACT, 
FULLY FEATURED 

COLORS

FEATURES
• 5 riding options from infant to toddler

• Flat seat recline

• Reversible seat

• Carrycot compatible

• Ultra-compact one-hand fold

• Auto-lock and carry strap

• Lightweight and durable rubber 
 composite tires

• Large UV50+ canopy with visor

• Product weight: 8,8 kg

• Total weight capacity: 27 kg

Granite 
BJ2041158

Iris 
BJ2041159

Rosewood 
BJ2041160

Ash 
BJ2064740

infant car seat  foldable carrycot  rear facing forward facing glider board

easy to fold and ultra-compact... even with carrycot

The City Tour™ LUX is compact, sleek and easy to stroll.  
Use from birth with a foldable carrycot or as a travel  
system with an infant car seat. The seat can be used  
rear or forward facing. With the glider board an older  
child can ride as well.

Slate 
BJ2041173

CARRY BAG
INCLUDED
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FEATURES
• Lightweight and compact,  
 3-wheel design

• Signature one-hand fold

• Infant car seat compatible  
 with separate adapters

• Adjustable calf support

• Flat seat recline

• Large UV50+ canopy 
 with peek-a-boo windows

• Carrycot compatible

• Product weight: 9,5 kg

• Total weight capacity: 28 kg

3-wheel

Jet  
BJ2083060

Jet 
BJ2083265

FEATURES
• Lightweight and compact,  
 4-wheel design

• Signature one-hand fold

• Infant car seat compatible  
 with separate adapters

• Adjustable calf support

• Flat seat recline

• Large UV50+ canopy 
 with peek-a-boo windows

• Carrycot compatible

• Product weight: 10 kg

• Total weight capacity: 28 kg

REMARKABLY  

NIMBLE, 
READY FOR ADVENTURE 

 

FEATURES
• Lightweight and compact

• Infant car seat compatible with  
 separate adapters

• Carrycot compatible, fit 2  
 side-by-side (only one car seat)

• Adjustable calf supports

• Flat seat recline

• Large UV50+ canopies 
 with peek-a-boo windows

• Product weight: 14,5 kg

• Total weight capacity: 51,5 kg
Jet 
BJ2111611

City Mini® 2 has an all new lightweight and  
compact 3-wheel design with the signature  
one-hand compact fold.

City Mini® 2 4-wheel stroller has an eye-catching,  
sleek design that makes it remarkably nimble  
and ready for adventure.

With the signature in-seat fold, the City Mini® 2 Double is remarkably nimble and  
ready for adventure with two. The adjustable calf supports and flat seat reclines  
allow you to find the most comfortable position for your children.

INFANT CAR SEAT COMPATIBLE    PEEK-A BOO WINDOWS   ULTRA-COMPACT          FLAT SEAT RECLINE

4-wheel
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COLORS

FEATURES
• Durable rubber tires

• Signature one-hand fold

• Infant car seat compatible  
 with separate adapters

• Adjustable handlebar and  
 hand-operated parking brake

• Adjustable calf support

• Flat seat recline

• Full coverage UV50+ canopy with  
 magnetic peek-a-boo windows

• Carrycot compatible

• Product weight: 10,5 kg

• Total weight capacity: 35 kg

Jet 
BJ2083274

Slate 
BJ2083275

Windsor 
BJ2083276

Carbon 
BJ2086229

FEATURES
• Carrycot compatible, fit 2 side-by-side

• Durable rubber tires with 
 all-wheel suspension

• Infant car seat compatible with  
 separate adapters (only one car seat)

• Adjustable handlebar and 
 hand-operated parking brake

• Adjustable calf supports

• Flat seat recline

• Full coverage UV50+ canopies with 
 magnetic peek-a-boo windows

• Product weight: 16 kg

• Total weight capacity: 51,5 kg

COLORS

Jet 
BJ2083274

Carbon 
BJ2111627

All-wheel suspension provides a smooth ride on any terrain.  
Explore the world together.

City Mini® GT2 Double has an all new design with rubber tires and all-wheel  
suspension providing uncompromised agility on any terrain with two.

UNCOMPROMISING  
AGILITY ON ANY  
TERRAIN 
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FEATURES
• Durable rubber tires with 
 all-wheel suspension

• Signature one-hand fold

• Infant car seat compatible with  
 separate adapters

• Adjustable handlebar and 
 hand-operated parking brake

• Adjustable calf support

• Flat seat recline

• Large UV50+ canopy with ventilation  
 and magnetic peek-a-boo window

• Carrycot compatible

• Product weight: 11,5 kg

• Total weight capacity: 39,5 kg

COLORS

NO LIMITS 
NO BOUNDARIES

Black/Grey
BJ31410

FEATURES
• One-hand quick fold

• All-terrain, air-filled 
 rubber tires

• All-wheel suspension

• Hand-operated rear 
 drum brakes

• UV50+ canopy with  
 peek-a-boo windows

• Product weight: 12,2 kg

• Total weight capacity: 39,5 kg

AIR FILLED RUBBER TIRES

With all-wheel suspension, the Summit™ X3  
provides exceptional performance on any terrain.

Explore the world without limits. City Elite® 2 has an all new  
exclusive design and all-wheel suspension making every  
stroll smoother than ever before.

Jet 
BJ2117351

Slate 
BJ2111637

Granite 
BJ2111635

EXPLORE 
WITHOUT

LIMITS
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FEATURES
• Offers 20 riding options in total

• Converts from a single to a double or  
 triple stroller

• Decelerating and parking brake in 
 one control, at your fingertips 

• All-wheel suspension

• Bench seat and shopping basket 
 accessories available

• One handed adjustable  
 telescopic handle bar

• UV50+ canopy with magnetic 
 peek-a-boo window

• Product weight: 13,8 kg

• Total weight capacity: 57 kg

Granite 
BJ2012281

Second Seat Kit Pram Kit

Shopping basket 
BJ2011984

Second seat
Granite: BJ2012294

Pram kit
Granite: BJ2012300

Shopping basket

THE STROLLER 
THAT GROWS WITH 
YOUR FAMILY

Bench Seat

Bench Seat and footrest
BJ2011982

City Select® LUX convertible stroller goes from a single to double,  
so that your growing family is always ready for any adventure.

You decide which combination fits your family. Buy the single  
stroller with one seat and add on the parts you need to find 
your configuration as your family grow. 

OVER 20 
CONFIGURATIONS 

The City Select® LUX Bench 
Seat is a great way for your 

older child to ride along. 
Seat holds a child up to  

29 kg and older than  
3 years old.
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CUSTOMIZE
YOUR RIDE Accessories

View compatibility and more 
accessories at babyjogger.se

child tray belly bar

carry bagcooler bag

 glider board

weather shield

parent console

bug canopy

cup holder

Weights and measures

stroller wheel fold no wheel fold with wheels stroller  weight capacity (kg)
    weight
 (L x W x H) cm (L x W x H) cm  kg total seat basket pocket  

City tour 2 12 & 15 cm (4,7” & 5,9”) 53 x 50 x 18,5 59 x 50 x 18,5 6,5 29   22 7    
City tour 2 double 13 & 16 cm (5,1” & 6,3”) 60 x 66,5 x 19 63 x 66,5 x 19 10,5 37   15 7

City tour LUX 14 & 16 cm (5,5” & 6,3”) 24 x 44 x 17 66 x 53,5 x 26 8,8 27   20,5 7   

City mini 2 3W 20 cm (7,9”) 79 x 53,5 x 19 79 x 66 x 22 9,5 28   23 4,5  1 
City mini 2 4W  20 cm (7,9”) 77 x 53 x 19,5 78 x 66 x 19,5 10 28   23 4,5  1 
City mini 2 double 20 cm (7,9”) 77,5 x 75,5 x 28 77,5 x 75,5 x 28 14,5 51,5 23/seat 4,5  1 

City mini GT2 22 cm (8.7”) 53 x 77,5 x 17 65 x 77,5 x 22 10,5 35   29,5 4,5  1 
City mini GT2  double  22 cm (8.7”) 80,5 x 75,5 x 23 84 x 75,5 x 30,5 16 51,5 23/seat 4,5  1 

City Select LUX 20 & 30 cm (7,9” & 12”) 65 x 24 x 25,5 77,5 x 54,5 x 25,5 13,8 57   20 7  1 
Bench Seat     29 
Pram Kit     9 
Second Seat Kit     20  

City Elite 2 30 cm (12”) 77 x 53 x 31 80 x 68 x 34 11,5 39,5 34 4,5  1 

Summit X3  30 & 41 cm (12” & 16”) 73 x 53 x 18 85 x 65 x 39 12,2 39,5 34 4,5  1 

CARRYCOTS  Inner mesures cm Weight capacity 
  (l x w x h) (kg) 

city tour 2  74,5 x 30 x 18 9 

city tour 2 double  72 x 23 x 17 9 

city tour LUX   76 x 31 x 22 9 

city mini 2/mini GT2  71 x 33,5 x 17 9 

city mini 2 double/mini GT2  double  72 x 27 x 18,5 9 

city elite 2  71 x 33,5 x17 9 

Pram kit city select LUX   70 x 30,5 x 16,5 9 

 

Adapter

Customize your ride. We offer a wide variety 
of accessories to fit your lifestyle. From belly 
bars to child trays, we have accessories for  
whatever the day brings.
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WIND Cover

FOLDS Flat

PREMIUM Fabrics

SUN Visor

A nicely 
ventilated  
carrycot

All the strollers from Baby Jogger offer a  
carrycot for your newborn. The carrycot is  
a soft and comfortable spot to rest. Start your 
adventure together as a family from day one.

city tour 2

city tour lux 

Granite  - BJ2041217 Slate  - BJ2041174 Ash  - BJ2064803 Iris - BJ2041218 Rosewood - BJ2041219

Jet  - BJ2083039 Slate  - BJ2083181 Seacrest  - BJ2083183

city tour 2 double

city mini 2 + city mini GT2

Jet - BJ2086542 Carbon - BJ2086564 Slate - BJ2086545 Windsor - BJ2086567

Jet - BJ2088574

Granite 
BJ2111330 

Jet 
BJ2117412

CARRYCOTS
FOR A GOOD REST AND

COMFORT

city elite 2

Carbon  - BJ2086799 Carbon - BJ2088760

city mini 2 double/GT2 double

Jet- BJ2111647 Carbon - BJ2111649

Slate 
BJ2111441



learn more at babyjogger.se

stroll with us on

Reservation for sold out products and printing errors. 
Baby Jogger® is a registered trademark of Newell Brands.


